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2we shall refer to program clauses by PCLS and query clauses by AGENDA;PROLOG has propositional structure as follows, where we use the right-to-leftimplication and conjunction and the conjunction identity >.PCLS ::= AT OM  AGENDAAGENDA ::= > j GOAL ^ AGENDA(1)In PROLOG the notion of GOAL on which these depend is that of atom:GOAL ::= AT OM(2)We represent a sequence of program clauses making up a program by �, andthe query as to whether agenda A follows from � by � ) A. Then PROLOGlogic programming is guided by the following:(3) � ) >(4) � ) B1 ^ : : : ^ Bn ^ CA  B1 ^ : : : ^ Bn ^ > 2 �� ) A ^ CThe termination condition is to arrive at the \empty" agenda; the non-determin-istic rule (4) is called resolution: working from conclusion to premise a goal isreplaced by the subgoals of a program clause with head that goal.The computational power of such a simple scheme comes from allowingatoms to be made up of predicate symbols applied to terms, the terms be-ing constructed out of function symbols, constants and variables in the usualway. Each program clause is understood as its universal closure. In a sequent� ) A, A is understood as existentially closed, and a successful execution com-putes terms representing values of the agenda variables such that the sequent isvalid. Taking into account this predicate logical structure the resolution rule isdependent on the uni�ability of the agenda goal and program clause head, andeach time a program clause is selected for resolution its variables are refreshed.Where D� represents the result of applying to formulaD a most general uni�erof A and A0 we have:(5) � ) B1� ^ : : : ^ Bn� ^ C�A0  B1 ^ : : : ^ Bn ^ > 2 �� ) A ^ CThere is a natural relation between CF grammar and PROLOG's Hornclauses (Kowalski 1974; Peirera and Warren 1980). Consider the following sim-



3ple CF grammar.S ! N VPVP ! TV NN ! JohnN ! MaryTV ! likes(6)Each rule is translated into a Horn clause thus (j { k: A is application of pred-icate A to arguments j and k, usually written A(j; k)):(7) i0 { in: A0  i0 { i1: A1 ^ : : : ^ in�1 { in: An ^ > i0; : : : ; indistinct variablesA0 ! A1 : : : AnThe result is a formulation in which j { k: A is read as stating that the di�er-ence between j and k is a string of words of category A. The markers j and kcan be read either as string positions (left of the �rst word is position 0, rightof the �rst word position 1, right of the second position 2, etc.) or as di�erencelists with head j and tail k representing the pre�x of j that is the di�erencebetween j and k. It is the di�erence list reading that concerns us here. Forthe example grammar we obtain the following (for convenience we abbreviateB1 ^ : : : ^ Bn ^ > as B1 ^ : : : ^ Bn and A  > as A):1 = i { k: S  i { j: N ^ j { k: VP2 = i { k: VP  i { j: TV ^ j { k: N3 = [Johnji] { i: N4 = [Maryji] { i: N5 = [likesji] { i: TV(8)In general, to �nd out whether string i is of category A we query whether theunit agenda i { []: A ^ > follows from the program obtained by compiling thegrammar. To recognise `John likes Mary' as a sentence for instance there is thefollowing.(9) f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g ) > 4f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g ) [Mary] { []: N 5f1; 2; 3; 4;5g ) [likes;Mary] { j: TV ^ j { []: N2f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g ) [likes;Mary] { []: VP 3f1; 2; 3; 4;5g ) [John; likes;Mary] { j: N ^ j { []: VP1f1; 2; 3; 4;5g ) [John; likes;Mary] { []: SBuilding a parser for CF grammar as a Horn clause program with di�erencelist arguments is an e�cient and elegant way of combining the top down classicalproof procedure with the bottom up constraint propagation of the input string



4terminal categories. However there is a price to pay: left recursive rules (ruleswith the same category mother and left daughter) lead to in�nite cycling inPROLOG's depth-�rst search strategy, and such left recursion can be implicitin a chain of rules.2 Generalised logic programmingA �rst kind of generalisation is one allowing goals to have universal quanti�erpre�xes. Then GOAL is rede�ned thus:GOAL ::= AT OM j 8xGOAL(10)In the case that an agenda goal is of the form 8xA it is required to show that Aobtains for all values of x. This can be done by proving the result of substitutingk for x in A, A[k=x], where k is a new constant (a so-called Skolem constant):since it is a symbol bearing no special relation to any other (it is new), andrepresents an arbitrary value, showing A[k=x] is su�cient to show 8xA.1(11) � ) A[k=x] ^ B8, k new constant� ) 8xA ^ BA second generalisation is to also allow goals to be higher order, i.e. implica-tional:GOAL ::= AT OM j 8xGOAL j (AGENDA  PCLS)(12)For this the added rule is essentially the deduction (meta)theorem:(13) �; A ) B � ) CDT� ) (B  A) ^ CUsing this expanded formalism an attempt can be made to model �ller-gapdependencies by coding fronted elements such as relative pronouns with impli-cational clauses (cf. Pareschi 1989, Pareschi and Miller 1990). Thus, supposewe wish to state that [thatji] { j is a relative clause if i { k would be an S ifj { k was an N, i.e. that the body of a relative clause may be a sentence lackingan object at its right periphery. Then we may add (14).[thatji] { j: R  8k(i { k: S  j { k: N)(14)Now `that John likes' can be shown as in Figure 1.1Skolemisation is usually seen as applying to existential quanti�ers; the occurrence of theuniversal in succedent position however is implicitly negative, with a consequent alternation.In general Skolemisation requires not just constants but Skolem function symbols the argu-ments of which are the variables of the universal quanti�ers having the existential within theirscope. In this respect what is presented is a slight simpli�cation.



51 = i { k: S  i { j: N ^ j { k: VP2 = i { k: VP  i { j: TV ^ j { k: N3 = [Johnji] { i: N4 = [Maryji] { i: N5 = [likesji] { i: TV6 = [thatji] { j: R  8k(i { k: S  j { k: N)7 = [] { k: Nf1;2; 3;4;5; 6;7g ) > f1;2; 3;4;5;6g ) >7f1;2;3; 4;5;6; 7g ) [] { k: N 5f1;2;3;4;5; 6;7g ) [likes] { j: TV; j { k: N2f1;2;3; 4;5;6; 7g ) [likes] { k: VP 3f1;2; 3;4;5; 6;7g ) [John; likes] { j: N; j { k: VP1f1;2; 3;4;5; 6;7g ) [John; likes] { k: S DTf1;2;3;4; 5;6g ) [John; likes] { k: S  [] { k: N) 8f1;2; 3;4;5; 6g ) 8k([John; likes] { k: S  [] { k: N)6f1;2;3;4; 5;6g ) [that;John; likes] { []: RFigure 1: Derivation with implicational goalThe paradigm of logic programming considered here falls within intuitionis-tic logic. Each resource of inference (e.g. the Horn clauses compiled from rewriterules) may be used once, many times, or not at all in a derivation. This cor-responds to the way phrase structure grammar locates grammatical propertiesin reusable phrase structure rules; the association of words with their lexicalcategories of itself says nothing about those words' distribution. In categorialgrammar, by contrast, distributional properties are encoded in the structuredlexical categories of words. Parsing as deduction inferences based on such prop-erties are therefore quanti�ed by the occurrences of words in the string to beanalysed; resources must be used, and used but once. This allows us to adoptas a framework linear logic (Girard 1987) which is much more restrictive thanintuitionistic logic, meaning that the space of proof search in logic programmingis narrowed at the level of implementation. In particular for example the non-reusability of resources eliminates the possibility of cycling arising from re-useof left-recursive Horn clauses. It is to linear logic (programming; see Hodas andMiller 1994) then that we now turn.



63 Linear logic programmingWework with the multiplicative fragment of linear logic: the (logic programmingright-to-left) implication is written �� ; the conjunction 
 ; and the conjunctionidentity 1. Program clauses, agendas and goals are de�ned as before, but withthese new connectives. For example, allowing implicational goals:PCLS ::= AT OM��AGENDAAGENDA ::= 1 j GOAL
AGENDAGOAL ::= AT OM j (AGENDA ��PCLS)(15)The propositional linear logic programming rules are as follows. The termina-tion condition now requires all the program clauses to have been consumed sothat the empty agenda only follows from the empty program database:(16) ) 1The resolution rule uses up and therefore removes from the program databasethe program clause against which resolution is performed:(17) � ) B1
 : : : 
Bn
CA ��B1
 : : : 
Bn
1;� ) A
CThe deduction theorem rule now distributes the program clauses between itstwo premises:(18) A;� ) B � ) CDT�;� ) (B ��A)
CThis last rule creates problems as it stands, for if the conclusion programdatabase contains n clauses, there are 2n ways of choosing � and �. We shallresolve this by means of constraint propagation through \di�erence bags" (seealso the \lazy splitting" mechanism of Hodas and Miller 1994). The methodinvolves �rstly naming with a unique index each of the program clauses to ap-pear in a derivation. Re-presenting the programming rules as they are when theantecedents are coded by these bags of indices we obtain this:(19) fg ) 1(20) I ) B1 
 : : : 
Bn
Ci = A ��B1
 : : : 
Bn
 1fi; Ig ) A
C(21) fi; Ig ) B J ) CDT, i = AI [ J ) (B ��A)
C



7Now the antecedents can be re-coded not as bags, but as \di�erence bags", sothat I { J ) A says that A can be (linearly) proved using up those clauses inI not appearing in J . The task of demonstrating that agenda A follows fromclauses � is now rendered as that of demonstrating I { fg ) A where I is thebag of indices of �.(22) I { I ) 1(23) I { J ) B1
 : : : 
Bn
Ci = A ��B1
 : : : 
Bn
1fi; Ig { J ) A
C(24) fi; Ig { J ) B J { K ) CDT, i = A;:i 2 JI { K ) (B ��A)
CThe DT condition requires that the hypothetical clause i is used up in provingthe �rst premise. Assuming a depth �rst search starting with the �rst premise,a check is made before passing to the second that it is not in the residue J beingpassed on as available. We shall see examples when we come on to proofs withlinear clauses compiled from categorial logic.4 Categorial grammarThe types (or: formulas) of implicational Lambek calculus are freely gener-ated from primitives by binary in�x connectives / (\over") and n (\under").A sequent, � ) A, comprises a succedent formula A and one or more formulaoccurrences in the antecedent con�guration � which is organised as a sequencefor the associative calculus L of Lambek (1958). The Gentzen-style sequentpresentation enjoys Cut-elimination: every theorem can be generated withoutthe use of Cut. In the following the parenthetical notation �(�) represents acon�guration containing a distinguished subcon�guration �.(25) a. A ) A id � ) A �(A) ) BCut�(�) ) Bb. � ) A �(B) ) CnL�(�; AnB) ) C A;� ) BnR� ) AnBc. � ) A �(B) ) C/L�(B=A;�) ) C �; A ) B/R� ) B=ABy way of example, the theorems \lifting" A ) B/(AnB) and \composition"AnB, BnC ) AnC are generated as follows.



8(26) A ) A B ) BnLA, AnB ) B /RA ) B/(AnB) A ) A B ) B C ) CnLB, BnC ) CnLA, AnB, BnC ) CnRAnB, BnC ) AnCIn Morrill (1995c) it is shown how L can be compiled into linear logic clausesaccording to relational models for L (van Benthem 1991). Each formula isinterpreted as a relation (= set of ordered pairs) over a set V :D(AnB) = fhv2; v3ij8hv1; v2i 2 D(A); hv1; v3i 2 D(B)gD(B=A) = fhv1; v2ij8hv2; v3i 2 D(A); hv1; v3i 2 D(B)g(27)We can compile the categorial logic of Lambek calculus into linear logic bycoding the directional information in the interpretation of the former in thepredicate-logical structure of the latter. Hence:(28) a. 8i(i { : B �� i { �: A)� { : AnBb. 8k(� { k: B �� � { k: A)� { �: B=AClausal form can be obtained by omitting positive universal quanti�ers, leavingtheir variables free and implicitly universally quanti�ed. For negative univer-sal (i.e. existential) quanti�ers we can substitute Skolem constants at compiletime.2 Then the compilation appears as follows (see also Moortgat 1990a, 1992,Oehrle 1994), regulated according to polarity p; p is the polarity complementaryto p.(29) a. � { : Bp �� � { �: Ap� new variable/constant as p +=�� { : AnBpb. � { : Bp �� � { : Ap new variable/constant as p +=�� { �: B=ApThe clausal compilation of CF grammar in �rst order Horn clauses appliesto a representation in either di�erence lists or string positions. The presentarticle aims to show that the compilation of categorial logic in higher orderlinear clauses likewise applies not only for string positions (as in Morrill 1995c)but also for di�erence lists.2Again, a simpli�cation of normal Skolemisation.



9We compile a type assignment �: A by unfolding [�jj] { j: A+ where j is atail variable. Consider compilation as follows for a transitive verb assignmentto `likes'.(30) l { k: S+ �� l { [likesjj]: N�[likesjj] { k: NnS+ �� j { k: N�[likesjj] { j: (NnS)/N+The nested implications will be attened into \uncurried" form so that the sub-goals needed to demonstrate the head of a clause already form a unit. Otherwisethere is no further manipulation. For an atomic assignment such as John: Nthe result of compilation is simply [Johnjj] { j: N. The entire lexicon can beprecompiled in this way, schematising over the tail variable. For the analysis ofan actual string however the tail variables for each word occurence are instan-tiated for the position of occurrence. By way of example then for `John likesMary' there is the following.1 = [John; likes;Mary] { [likes;Mary]: N2 = l { k: S �� l { [likes;Mary]: N
 [Mary] { k: N3 = [Mary] { []: N(31) fg { fg ) 1 3f3g { fg ) [Mary] { []: N 1f1; 3g { fg ) [John; likes;Mary] { [likes;Mary]: N
 [Mary] { []: N2f1; 2; 3g { fg ) [John; likes;Mary] { []: SConsider now compilation for the higher order type of a relative pronoun.(32) [thatjj] { k: R+ �� j { k: S� �� k { k: N+j { k: S/N�[thatjj] { j: R/(S/N)+There is the derivation of Figure 2 for the relative clause `that John likes'.The compilation given above makes no special ordering of the goals on anagenda. In the case of Horn clauses for CF rules there was a left-to-right orderingaccording to which the head list of the head atom equals the head of the �rst(leftmost) subgoal, the tail list of the head atom equals the tail of the last(rightmost) subgoal, and the tail of the nth subgoal equals the head of then+1th. This gives a ow of information whereby the head of the n+1th goalat the moment of call is instantiated to the tail of the nth goal just computed.We note here that the same heuristic ordering of linear clauses can be chosen:choosing as �rst subgoal the goal sharing its head list with that of the head



101 = [that;John; likes] { k: R �� ([John; likes] { k: S �� k { k: N)2 = [John; likes] { [likes]: N3 = m { n: S ��m { [likes]: N
 [] { n: N4 = [] { k: N fg { J ) 1 fg { fg ) 14, J = fgf4g { J ) [] { k: N 2f4;2g { J ) [John; likes] { [likes]: N
 [] { k: N3f4;2;3g { J ) [John; likes] { k: S DTf2;3g { fg ) [John; likes] { k: S�� [] { k: N1f1;2; 3g { fg ) [that;John; likes] { []: RFigure 2: Linear derivation with implicational goalatom, and choosing as n+ 1th that sharing its head list with the tail list of thenth.5 DiscontinuityWe turn now to treatment of categorial logics generalising Lambek calculus(Morrill 1994b). One broad kind of generalisation gives sequent calculus for\multimodal" Lambek calculi in which we have several families of connectivesf=i; nigi2f1;:::;ng (Moortgat and Morrill 1991). The sequent con�gurations arestructured by a labelled binary bracketing; further structural rules can be added:(33) idA ) A � ) A �(A) ) BCut�(�) ) B(34) a. � ) A �(B) ) Cni L�([i�; AniB]) ) C [iA;�] ) Bni R� ) AniBb. � ) A �(B) ) C/iL�([iB=iA;�]) ) C [i�; A] ) B/iR� ) B=iAMultimodal calculi of discontinuity for discontinuous functors, quanti�erphrases, gapping, subject and object oriented reexives etc. are developed inSolias (1992), Morrill and Solias (1993) and Morrill (1994b, 1995b), surmount-ing technical di�culties with Moortgat (1988, 1990b, 1991). The treatment of



11Morrill (1994b, 1995b) is a multimodal calculus with three families of connec-tives: in addition to the implications, f=; ng of L, there are implications forming\split strings", f<;>g, and implications for \interpolation" f"; #g, each de�nedwith respect to their adjunction in a total algebra: + (associative, \surface"),(�; �) (non-associative, \split"), and W (non-associative, \interpolate") with thestructural interaction s1+s2+s3 = (s1; s3)Ws2. The discontinuity calculus for-mulates the logic of split strings and interpolation in split strings, adding thisto the L logic of concatenation. In Morrill (1995a) the implicational fragmentis implemented using groupoid labelling in higher order linear clauses.The discontinuity calculus of Morrill (1994b, ch.4) provides a natural spacewithin which to work, but in constructing types freely under the type-formingoperators it includes abstractions which are not required, and while it is con-ceptually harmless, computationally such unwanted abstraction creates unwar-ranted complexity. Intuitively we want to work more concretely with stringsand split strings rather than with a homogeneous total algebra. Quite gener-ally, when this situation arises it is normal to impose a discipline of typing orsorting on a formalism. The appendix of Morrill (1995b) therefore presents aformulation of the discontinuity calculus which is a variant and re�nement ofthat of Solias (1992) and Morrill and Solias (1993) with prosodic data types (or:sorts). This sorting restricts the class of types available, while still includingall those of linguistic signi�cance, and in so doing reduces the complexity ofcomputation involved in what is otherwise partially associative and partiallycommutative groupoid uni�cation.In Morrill (1994a) this version with sortal restrictions on the formation ofcategory formulas (corresponding to the prosodic data types string and splitstring) is implemented using simultaneous string position/relational interpre-tation and groupoid labelling. The groupoid labelling was needed becausegroupoid Skolemisation was needed to control use of hypothetical resources.However, groupoid terms require some computation of uni�cation under asso-ciativity. In the present work the indexical management of resource use allowsus to dispense with the groupoids; and as above, we represent substrings not bystring positions, but by di�erence lists.We give the sorted discontinuity a relational interpretation with respect toset V as follows. Let us assume that atomic formulas A are of sort string.The formulas F of sort string and G of sort split string are de�ned by mutualrecursion thus:F ::= A j F=F j FnF j G<F j F>G j G#FG ::= F"F(35)Formulas of sort F (strings) are interpreted as subsets of V � V ; formulas of



12sort G (split strings) subsets of V � V � V � V .D(AnB) = fhv2; v3ij8hv1; v2i 2 D(A); hv1; v3i 2 D(B)gD(B=A) = fhv1; v2ij8hv2; v3i 2 D(A); hv1; v3i 2 D(B)gD(A>B) = fhv3; v4ij8hv1; v2i 2 D(A); hv1; v2; v3; v4i 2 D(B)gD(B<A) = fhv1; v2ij8hv3; v4i 2 D(A); hv1; v2; v3; v4i 2 D(B)gD(A#B) = fhv2; v3ij8hv1; v2; v3; v4i 2 D(A); hv1; v4i 2 D(B)gD(B"A) = fhv1; v2; v3; v4ij8hv2; v3i 2 D(A); hv1; v4i 2 D(B)g(36)We spell out all the unfoldings:� { : Bp �� � { �: Ap� new variable/constant as p +=�� { : AnBp(37) � { : Bp �� � { : Apk new variable/constant as p +=�� { �: B=Ap� { �;  { �: Bp �� � { �: Ap�; � new variables/constants as p +=� { �: A>Bp(38) � { �;  { �: Bp ��  { �: Ap; � new variables/constants as p +=�� { �: B<Ap� { �: Bp �� � { �;  { �: Ap�; � new variables/constants as p +=�� { : A#Bp(39) � { �: Bp �� � { : Ap� { �;  { �: B"ApA subject quanti�er example is as follows.[someonejk] { k: (S"N)#S, [runsjj] { j: NnS ) [someone, runs] { []: S(40)The quanti�er phrase and intransitive verb unfold thus:(41) i { l: S+ �� i { l: S+ �� [someonejk] { k: N�i { [someonejk]; k { l: S"N�[someonejk] { k: (S"N)#S+m { j: S+ �� m { [runsjj]: N�[runsjj] { j: NnS+



13The derivation using di�erence bag indexed linear logic programming rules is asshown in (42).1 = i { l: S �� (i { l: S �� [someone; runs] { [runs]: N)2 = m { []: S ��m { [runs]: N3 = [someone; runs] { [runs]: Nfg { J ) 1 3, J = fgf3g { J ) [someone; runs] { [runs]: N2f2; 3g { J ) [someone; runs] { []: S fg { fg ) [] DTf2g { fg ) [someone; runs] { []: S �� [someone; runs] { [runs]: N1f1; 2g { fg ) [someone; runs] { []: S
(42)
6 Lexical ambiguity and polymorphismWe conclude with a couple of observations on the prospects of the present meth-ods regarding treatment of lexical ambiguity and polymorphism.In cases of homonymy, such as the ambiguity of English `that' between ar-ticle, relative pronoun, etc., in which the di�erent roles are not a manifestationof polymorphism, i.e. combinatorial exibility of the same semantics, it is nat-ural to assume distinct lexical entries. The method of indexing then providesa simple way to manage lexical ambiguity without restarting the entire searchprocess for each combination of lexical categorisations of words in the string tobe analysed. All of the lexical categorisations for each word can be entered inthe program database under the same index. Use of any one of these categoriesremoves the index from the bag of available indices, and thereby excludes useof the other categories. Thus a successful derivation will use exactly one lexicalassignment for each word, but the choice is delayed and subject to the searchfor proof.Finally, in relation to polymorphism itself, Morrill (1994b, ch.6) advocatesusing conjunction in positive position (e.g. (((NnS)n(NnS))^(CNnCN))/N fora preposition, projecting prepositional phrase modi�cation of both nouns andverbs) and disjunction in negative position (e.g. (NnS)/(N_(CN/CN)) for `is',allowing both identi�cation|`John is the chief'|and predication|`John isrich'). These require addition to the linear logic programming scheme of non-multiplicative conjunction and disjunction. Whether there is a consequent im-provement in e�ciency depends on how the proof algorithm operates. It can beseen for instance that the former method should work well bottom-up, when thepreposition's object, once found, would serve equally for both the verb modify-ing possibilities and the noun modifying possibilities. The latter method on the



14other hand works well top-down, for then we need to unify a goal against thehead only once, as opposed to twice for two distinct clauses. For this then thenotion of goal may be generalised with say the additive linear disjunction � :GOAL ::= AT OM j (AGENDA ��PCLS) j (GOAL�GOAL)(43)The unfolding of negative disjunction is given in (44).(44) � { �: A� � � { �: B�� { �: A_B�The rules of proof are as follows.(45) I { J ) A
C �I { J ) (A�B)
C I { J ) B 
C �I { J ) (A�B)
CReferencesvan Benthem, J.: 1991, Language in Action: Categories, Lambdas and DynamicLogic, Studies in Logic and the Foundations of Mathematics Volume 130,North-Holland, Amsterdam.Girard, J-Y.: 1987, `Linear Logic', Theoretical Computer Science 50, 1{102.Hodas, J. and D. Miller: 1994, `Logic Programming in a Fragment of IntuitionisticLinear Logic', to appear in Journal of Information and Computation.Kowalski, R.A.: 1974, `Logic for problem solving', DCL Memo 75, Dept. of AI,University of Edinburgh.Lambek, J.: 1958, `The mathematics of sentence structure', American Math-ematical Monthly 65, 154{170, also in Buszkowski, W., W. Marciszewski,and J. van Benthem (eds.): 1988, Categorial Grammar, Linguistic & Lit-erary Studies in Eastern Europe Volume 25, John Benjamins, Amsterdam,153{172.Moortgat, M.: 1988, Categorial Investigations: Logical and Linguistic Aspects ofthe Lambek Calculus, Foris, Dordrecht.Moortgat, M.: 1990a, `Categorial Logics: a computational perspective', Proceed-ings Computer Science in the Netherlands.Moortgat, M.: 1990b, `The Quanti�cation Calculus: Questions of Axiomatisa-tion', in Deliverable R1.2.A of DYANA Dynamic Interpretation of NaturalLanguage, ESPRIT Basic Research Action BR3175.Moortgat, M.: 1991, `Generalised Quanti�cation and Discontinuous type con-structors', to appear in Sijtsma and Van Horck (eds.) Proceedings TilburgSymposium on Discontinuous Constituency, Walter de Gruyter, Berlin.
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